
Artist:Â Marie Lund (featuring Frederik Worm)Venue:Â Croy Nielsen, ViennaExhibition Title:Â The ApartmentDate: October 9 â€“ November 21, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and
link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Croy Nielsen, Vienna. Photos by Kunst-Dokumentation.comPress Release:The Apartment Stops and Starts Sleeper Next Day Writing Window*Door handles,
handrails, light switches and taps are devices of everyday use, each related to a specific action. They play an essential but rather modest role, one of form and functionality, as means to an end. The new aluminium
sculptures by Marie Lund linger at the margins of the gallery space. Suspended by straps, they are placed at the edges between wall and ceiling, between floor and wall, as if they want to avoid being at the center of
attention. Rather, they refer to what surrounds them, working as a support structure for the space they inhabit, and pointing to something that lies outside themselves.The titles* of the sculptures stem from Belgian film
maker and writer Chantal Akermanâ€™s book My Mother Laughs. Describing mundane every-day scenes of living with and caring for her dying mother (while she tries to preserve a space for her own work), Akerman tells
of the time spend and held together by the daily repeated doings; writing shopping lists, moving from one room to the other, cleaning the dishes, habits of napping. In the in-between spaces of these activities, details of
family history, descriptions of pain (found woven into love), failed relationships and self-doubt seep through. To write about death, in the end, means to write about life, and it is this withdrawal from and subtle pointing-to
the â€˜actualâ€˜ subject that is similarly immanent in Marie Lundâ€™s sculptural practice.Produced by the artist through a process of repetition, continuously compressing and stretching the flat metal sheet into compound
curves with the help of a so-called English Wheel, the rhythmical and repetitive labour is left visible as marks on the shiny surface. Lundâ€™s formal sculptures mime both functional objects such as pipes or ventilation
ducts, as well as decorative elements like stucco or floor panels, pretending to belong to the space, but in fact peeling off and pointing back to the architecture that holds them.Within this space, three photographs by
Frederik Worm are shown, introducing the on-going conversation between the two artists into the exhibition. His works, too, point to actions that elude us. They are moments of stillness; accumulation of time, capturing
what takes place just next to something.In The Apartment, the works are not interested in making monumental statements, but rather communicate from the margins, through repetition and sparse punctuation. Reserved
and almost mute they speak about their conditions of production; conversations, books beside a bed, romantic partners, and modes of display; distance and encounters in co-habiting, as a choreography of rehearsal and
maintenance â€“ while the day still hopes for possibility.Inga Charlotte ThieleLink: Marie Lund at Croy NielsenThe post Marie Lund at Croy Nielsen first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Antoine
CatalaVenue:Â 47 Canal, New YorkExhibition Title:Â alphabetDate: October 15 â€“ November 21, 2020Click here to view slideshowï»¿&nbsp;Full gallery of images and link available after the
jump.Images:Videos:ï»¿Images courtesy of 47 Canal, New YorkLink: Antoine Catala at 47 CanalThe post Antoine Catala at 47 Canal first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Lewis SteinVenue:Â VIN VIN,
ViennaExhibition Title:Â Works since 1971Date: October 23 â€“ November 14, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of VIN VIN,
ViennaPress Release:Lewis Stein is interested in the subtle ways a particular class of familiar objects, such as doormats, garbage cans and culinary tools, organize and structure our lives. The selection included in this
exhibition can be imagined to occupy a certain space: the kitchen. We can envision this as within a home, but also potentially a restaurant, or even a cafeteria, since Stein often favors objects with an almost institutional
banality. Rather than giving that room its identity, these examples are so mundane and functional as to be almost invisible, taking us far from the implicitly aestheticized Duchampian notion that â€œthe only works of art
America has given are her plumbing and her bridges.â€• A doormat marks the threshold of indoor and outdoor space, inviting the user to clean their shoes upon entry. While the garbage can is, by design, meant to keep
our waste out of sight. These are two objects that thus manage our lives through their involvement in regimes of hygiene.The cleaver is a butcherâ€™s knife, designed to cut through bone, and is thus implicated in ideas
of cleanliness within cooking. In contrast to Steinâ€™s approach of presenting many of his readymade objects, such as the doormats and garbage cans, unaltered, these cleavers are painted in bright, garish color
pairings. This body of work, the first of which date to the 1980s, harks back to a way of working Stein introduced as early as 1967, when he began experimenting with such color treatments for tools like hammers. In this
way they are simultaneously the oldestâ€”in terms of the age of the ideaâ€”and the newest, in terms of the date of manufacture, works in the show.Their imposing blades dulled by paint, the cleavers are surreally removed
from functionality. This is quite unlike the garbage can and doormat which, theoretically at least, are still useable, andâ€”in the case of the canâ€”are meant to be opened and closed by the viewer, who is invited to lift and
replace the lid. They thus enact a humorous performance of a typically unanalyzed ritual of daily life, but without its end goal, since nothing will be either added or removed from the can. Nor is there anything special to see
within the can itself, which is empty.This examination, at once playful and with sinister undertones of control, takes the form of an aesthetic tautology in the showâ€™s coda, a drawing whose content is a message
thanking the viewer for looking at it. What seems a friendly invitation also, in thanking them for having looked, implies that their time with the work is already over in the very moment it has begun, establishing a provocative
erasure of the duration of the act of looking. This work encapsulates the show as a whole, pointing to Steinâ€™s surreal refashioning of systems designed to be tight and closed, reanimating them in curious ways that
invite us to reflect anew on some of the most unassuming elements of the world around us.&#8211; Alex Bacon, New YorkLink: Lewis Stein at VIN VINThe post Lewis Stein at VIN VIN first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Megan MarrinVenue:Â Queer Thoughts, New YorkExhibition Title:Â ConvalescenceDate: September 24 â€“ November 21, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Queer Thoughts, New YorkPress Release:A show originally conceived of last year as a set of eight paintings, that then became four paintings&#8230;a show originally
set for April, that then became September.The last show I did was three years ago, and was about the life and death cycle, as well peripherally, about the news cycle. After the life and death cycle, it seemed a natural
transition into a rest and healing interlude, a period of convalescence. Initially an investigation into wellness, spas, and sanitariums, the focus then moved to one object that would stand-in for that research. This object, the
rib-cage shower, interpreted four times, is a relic of treatment, hygiene, and rejuvenation. It also looks like itâ€™s name&#8230;a rib-cage, a cage.~Queer Thoughts is honored to present Convalescence, a solo exhibition
of new work by Megan Marrin. This is the artistâ€™s first exhibition with the gallery. Megan Marrin lives and works in New York City.Link: Megan Marrin at Queer ThoughtsThe post Megan Marrin at Queer Thoughts first
appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Azadeh ElmizadehVenue:Â Franz Kaka, TorontoExhibition Title:Â Subtle BodiesDate: October 16 â€“ November 14, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images,
press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Franz Kaka, TorontoPress Release:In the suite of nine paintings that comprise Azadeh Elmizadehâ€™s debut solo exhibition, Subtle Bodies,
translucent veils of colour forego the rules of perspective to suggest form through colourâ€™s own depth and vitality. Compositionally and processually in conversation with Persian miniature paintings, Elmizadehâ€™s
durational process of layering and sanding into pigment discloses the history of the painting itself, thus rendering the frame both a site of spatial and aesthetic experimentation and historical excavation. Through such a
frame, the paintings are a palimpsest in which a private, ancient scene exists within and through a painterly evocation of the tactility of bright fabrics, blown glass, and ceramics.Indeed, it is Elmizadehâ€™s engagement
with the metaphysical possibilities of the medium as informed by twelfth-century Sufi cosmologies and their attendant mythologies that give the works their shapeshifting, ludic quality. Subtle Bodies provision the aesthetic
experience itself; works like Canopy, or Diving Messenger, enact what philosopher Gianni Vatimo describes as â€œthe breaches or openings through which something that is not a being or irreducible to a being comes
forthâ€•. At their best, says Elmizadeh, these works resist gravity by mirroring the weightless, flickering image of the imagination.Subtle Bodies is an exciting exploration of the deliberate and the aleatory, of the tension
and play between painterly vision and the demands and unpredictability of the canvas. Perhaps what underpins these images most of all is their expression of a historically and culturally situated ontological indeterminacy,
one that importantly refuses the abstracted self-referentiality of Western contemporary painting styles. Instead, Subtle Bodies offers up a pensive reflection on the liminality of existence, occasioned here by cross-cultural
displacements, and thus generously expands the sorely limited discursive and aesthetic frames through which we make meaning in the world.&#8211; Mel MikhailAzadeh Elmizadeh (b.1987, Tehran, Iran) is a visual artist
based in Toronto who works between painting and collage. She holds an MFA from the University of Guelph (2020) and a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from OCAD (2016) and Tehran University (2010). Elmizadeh has
recently exhibited at Birch Contemporary (Toronto, ON) and Boarding House Gallery (Guelph, ON).Link: Azadeh Elmizadeh at Franz KakaThe post Azadeh Elmizadeh at Franz Kaka first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Wanda KoopVenue:Â Night Gallery, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â HeartBeat BotsDate: October 3 â€“ November 14, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Night Gallery, Los AngelesPress Release:Night Gallery is pleased to announce HeartBeat Bots, an exhibition of paintings by Wanda Koop. This is the artistâ€™s second solo
exhibition at Night Gallery.An ongoing series dating back to the mid-80s but exhibited for the first time, HeartBeat Bots reveals Koopâ€™s fascination with robotics and the post-human condition. The exhibition is anchored
by a suite of canvases depicting robotic subjects, anthropomorphic in appearance and situated within the conventions of portrait painting. All of the paintings were made in the artistâ€™s Riding Mountain studio, a remote
setting some 130 miles Northwest of her home in Winnipeg, Canada. Koopâ€™s paletteâ€”fluid strokes of neon pink and orange; vibrating fields of blueâ€”breathes life into her near-human robots. Loosely contained
assemblages of marks and color fields, these figures also conjure topography, their surfaces resembling landscapes of a planet that is neither alien nor familiar. Koop paints the human into machine and landscape
alike.This fluidity is central to HeartBeat Bots, where Koop has filled the gallery with fragments of the terrestrial. The procession of mechanized portrait sitters is threaded through with images of veiny trees, spider webs,
and a full moon pulsating above a reflective lake. Other works appear stripped of representational content, such as Breaking News (Colour Bar), a massive color field painting composed of a luminous yellow ground
resting above a strip of eight vertical bars. Parallel drips descend from the top of the canvas, cinching and swelling to resemble massive teardrops. Physical expressions of emotion, which the artist describes as
â€œcutting the 
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